
DIRECT SUPPLIER ROSTER TOOL QUIZ

To verify that you have completed these Online Tutorials, please answer these quick questions...

1. Your information.

Name

Company

Email address

Phone number

2. What will the Coles Direct Supplier Roster Tool enable you to do?

Create and manage order and delivery rosters via email

Modify order and delivery rosters over the phone

Electronically create and manage your order and delivery rosters for all the stores you supply directly

Electronically receive and adjust orders

3. What is a Roster Set?

A weekly staff schedule for one or more stores

A weekly order / delivery schedule that applies to one or more stores

A list of suppliers

A list of all Coles stores

4. True or False? For those stores outside the AEST zone, you need to factor in Daylight Savings.

True

False

5. True or False? Stores in different time zones will need to have separate Roster Sets.

True

False

6. What are Lead Days?

The number of days prior to the Delivery Day by which the order needs to be placed

The day before any given Delivery Day

The name given to Delivery Days if a supplier has more than one per week



7. If you fail to click Save, before navigating to a different window, what will happen?

All changes will be lost

The new Roster Set will be saved automatically

A temporary Roster Set will be created, allowing changes to be made at another time

8. True or False? You can make changes to the current week's roster.

True

False

9. How many times can a Roster Set or type be selected per store?

Once

Twice

Five times

As many times as you like

10. True or False? It is not possible to assign the same Roster Set to multiple stores.

True

False

11. If you need to make a temporary change to a standard Roster Set (eg. around public holidays or 
seasonal periods), which of the following would you use?

Edit Roster Set

Roster Exceptions

12. True or False? If you realise whilst entering an exception roster that it is not correct, you can clear it 
by navigating away from the screen.

True

False

13. What colour indicates a change that has been made to individual stores within a roster set?

Red

Orange

14. If you click the Clear button when resetting a Roster Exception, what will happen? 

The exception dates visible within the week displayed on screen are reset to the baseline / original 
Roster Set

All exception information is reset back to the underlying Roster Set information for ALL dates

15. If you click the Clear All button when resetting a Roster Exception, what will happen?

The exception dates visible within the week displayed on screen are reset to the baseline / original 
Roster Set

All exception information is reset back to the underlying Roster Set information for ALL dates



16. How helpful was this training?

Very helpful

Somewhat helpful

Not helpful

17. How confident do you feel about using the Coles Direct Supplier Roster Tool?

Very confident

Somewhat confident

Not confident

18. We welcome any other feedback you might have...
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